2002 grand prix problems

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? Large amounts of oil is accumulating on top of the engine. Add Complaint. II had a
no engine crank-no dashboard lights, intermintent start. Cwas parked nad not moving. The
problem I caused by the the ignition switch and pass key system. GM had this problem in on the
colbolt. I will not drive this car, till iget it repaired. I am the origional owner with miles use.
Lower intake manifold leaking coolant into engine, safety hazard, inevitable emissions failure.
My Pontiac Grand Prix with a 3. I parked at the hotel I was staying at after a short trip to dinner
and back I park my car and 15 min. Later I heard two load pops noise was front tires blew out
because the fire got to hot and looked outside my hotel room and my car was on fire and a
co-workers car parked next to my car caught on fire there was hotel damage. Plus two cars
totaled and no way home. It sucks! I took the car to a GM dealer and had the recall work done a
year ago. Nice work GM! Had a recall for my car. No low coolant light was off before as
instructed went to a dealer to fix the recall gateway motors in broken bow did the recall low
coolant light came on after the repair was done so I contacted sandhills motor to let them look
at it. The contact owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. While attempting to start the vehicle, the contact
heard a boom sound and saw white smoke under the hood. When the contact looked under the
hood, she noticed that a piston was dislodged. The vehicle was towed to scranton Chevrolet of
norwich w thames St, norwich, ct , where it was stated that two unknown parts needed to be
ordered to repair the failure and provided the contact with a rental vehicle. While the vehicle
was at the dealer, a fire started in the engine and completely destroyed the engine. The dealer
informed the contact that they could not assist and informed her to have the vehicle towed. The
failure mileage was , While driving approximately 30 mph, the vehicle emitted smoke from the
exhaust manifold. The contact noticed a strong chemical burning odor inside the vehicle. The
contact exited the vehicle and a large cloud of smoke appeared under the hood. The contact
stated that the smoke subsided and the vehicle was able to be driven to her residence. There
were no injuries. An independent mechanic diagnosed that oil was deposited onto the engine of
the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired. A dealer was not made aware of the failure. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. The failure mileage was unknown. The contact
owned a Pontiac Grand Prix. The contact stated that while driving approximately 35 mph, smoke
was seen coming from under the hood of the vehicle. After stopping the vehicle flames had
engulfed the front of the vehicle. The fire department was called to the scene and extinguished
the flames. The vehicle was towed away. The vehicle was destroyed. The cause of the failure
was not determined. The VIN was not available. The manufacturer and local dealer were not
notified. Consumer writes in regards to engine issues. The consumer stated while driving,
smoke began emitting from the hood and radiator fluid was leaking from the vehicle. It was
found that the head gasket had blown. The radiator hose had been patched together with
caulking. The consumer was not informed of this by the dealership. While the vehicle was
parked, smoke and flames were seen coming from underneath the hood. The fire department
was called and extinguished the fire. A police report was not filed. The vehicle was towed to a
local collision repair center. The dealer ruddell auto, S golf course rd, port angeles, wa , was
contacted, but the vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was approximately , After parking the vehicle, the contact noticed
smoke coming from the engine compartment. The contact was able to contain the fire. There
were no police or fire reports filed. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it
was diagnosed that the wire harness failed. The dealer was not notified of the failure. The
manufacturer stated that the vehicle was not under recall. Takata recall! The contact stated that
the engine caught fire. The driver noticed smoke under the hood while the vehicle was parked.
The driver released the hood and found that the engine was on fire. The fire department was
present and a fire report was filed. The manufacturer was not notified. After the contact exited
the vehicle, a passerby alerted him that a fire had erupted under the hood of the vehicle. The fire
department extinguished the flames. The vehicle was destroyed and towed to the contact's
residence. The contact was neither aware nor notified of NHTSA campaign numbers: 07E fuel
system, other , 08V engine and engine cooling , and 09V engine and engine cooling. The VIN
and failure mileage were not available. Upon entering the vehicle and shifting into gear, the
contact smelled a burning odor and noticed smoke. The contact exited the vehicle and alerted
the fire department. The fire department extinguished the fire. The vehicle was not removed
from the contact's residence. Car has recall. Says oil may drip unto exhaust causing fire. I
cannot find a dealer to help me get this fixed. On Sunday November 20th my 17 year old son
pulled up to a gas station in grand island ne. He went inside to pre pay for his gas and a man
came inside saying there was a car in fire. My sons 17 year old girlfriend was inside vehicle
sleeping and it had ignited under flames in the hood. He had driven from Lincoln, ne to Aurora,
ne stayed for an hour plus then drove 20 miles to truck stop. Car had a fire under the hood and

blew front tires and is a total loss. It was sitting next to a gas pump with no power. The front end
is gone along with passenger side of vehicle. Was waiting for recall parts at local dealer had
appt for next day to fix issue!!! The contact stated that he did not experience any oil leaks prior
to the recall repairs. However, after the repair, the vehicle began to leak oil excessively without
warning. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer who claimed that the oil leak was not part of
the recall. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. I have a recall on my Pontiac
Grand Prix and I have called a local dealership to get it fixed but they said that the part is on
back order for months. I then talked to Pontiac customer service and they told me that I had to
wait for a second letter for the recall notice. I told them that I had received it already and they
still insisted that I have to wait for it. I drive 3 kids in my vehicle and I constantly worry about my
recall. It is the recall about oil dripping on the exhaust manifold. Also my head lights are really
dim. I literally can't drive at night with my head lights. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact
owned a Pontiac Grand Prix. The vehicle caught on fire while parked. The fire department
extinguished the fire, but a fire report was not filed. The vehicle was destroyed and towed to an
independent mechanic. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was 80, My car smells like burnt oil after driving it. I
reported it to my dealer a number of times trying to get an appointment after I got my recall but
they still say they don't have the parts this is a serious fire hazard please help. The contact
owns a Pontiac Grand Prix. While driving 65 mph, smoke was present from the rear of the
vehicle and the check engine light illuminated. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was
diagnosed that the rear valve cover failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The VIN was unknown. The failure mileage was approximately , Search
CarComplaints. The contact received a notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine
and engine cooling ; however, the parts for the recall repair were not available. The contact
stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The
manufacturer was made aware of the issue. The contact had not experienced a failure. Parts
distribution disconnect. The contact stated that the vehicle was repaired according to NHTSA
campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling , but the repair did not correct the failure. The
engine oil was leaking on the engine manifold. The manufacturer was not notified. The contact
received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling ; however,
the part to do the repair was unavailable. The manufacturer was not made aware of the issue. I
drove approximately 12 miles and parked in a parking lot. About 10 minutes later my car caught
on fire and burned. It was stationary and not running at the time. While having the vehicle
serviced by an independent mechanic, the contact was made aware of oil leaking on the rear
manifold of the vehicle. The vehicle was serviced under NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine
and engine oil , but the contact was concerned that the recall remedy did not fully eliminate the
safety risk. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , After
the vehicle was repaired under NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling , the
dealer stated that there was an oil leak and that the dip stick was fractured. In addition, the
contact stated that low oil was displayed across the message board. The contact was not
provided with the part that needed to be replaced. While parked, the vehicle leaked oil. The
contact received a recall notification for the engine; however, the parts to do the repair were
unavailable. The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time to
do the recall repair. The failure mileage was approximately 80, I March of , my Grand Prix engine
compartment caught fire. An off duty fire dept. Officer was near by and able to extinguish the
fire. I towed my car to my wife's uncles house. My vehicle remains there. I was unsure what to
do until I received the letter alerting me of the recall. I have alerted the state once I received the
first letter late December I had not heard back. I am curious what steps to take now. My car is in
the same place as before. The engine did catch fire and has been unable to start since the
incident. Please contact me at your earliest convenience. It was parked in front of the local
elementary school for a few minutes when the fire happened. While parked in a parking lot, the
vehicle caught fire. The fire department extinguished the fire and a fire report was filed. There
were no injuries. The vehicle was serviced under NHTSA campaign number: 09V engine and
engine cooling , but the remedy failed to repair the vehicle. The vehicle caught fire after the
recall repair was performed. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V
engine and engine cooling after the failure occurred. The contact stated that after the vehicle
was parked, it began smoke. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the
front and rear valve cover gaskets needed to be replaced. The contact referenced NHTSA
campaign number: 15V engine and engine cooling but stated that both gaskets were not under

the recall. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 99, The
contact stated smoke was visible from under the vehicle. In addition, the check engine warning
light illuminated. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 15V engine and
engine cooling however the parts to do the repair were not available. The contact stated that the
manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for recall repair. While driving
approximately 30 mph, a burning odor emitted from the vehicle as the front end caught fire
without warning. The fire extinguished itself independently. A fire report was not filed and no
injuries were reported. The vehicle was towed to the contact's residence. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was 62, VIN tool confirms parts not available. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Loaded with standard features, Pontiac's
Grand Prix successfully blends form, function and performance into one appealing and
affordable package. Buyers can select from one of three models: base SE in sedan form only ,
midlevel GT coupe or sedan or top-of-the-line GTP also in coupe or sedan. The SE comes
standard with a 3. Despite the commendable numbers for the 3. The offers more power yet still
delivers the same 20 mpg in the city and 30 mpg on the highway, not to mention qualifying for
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle ULEV status. All Grand Prix models use an electronically controlled
four-speed overdrive automatic transmission. For true sport sedan power, GTP models come
equipped with a supercharged version of the V6 that makes a whopping horsepower. A
driver-selectable shift program toggles between smooth-shifting "normal" mode and a
tire-chirping "power" program for maximum fun. A traction control system works in conjunction
with four-wheel antilock disc brakes and inch performance tires to keep the GTP planted firmly
on the ground. All Grand Prix models benefit from hydraulic engine mounts to isolate noise and
vibration and all powertrains feature long-life coolant and platinum-tipped spark plugs that last ,
miles under optimal conditions. Interiors feature analog instrumentation and large, easy-to-use
controls. In the Pontiac tradition, the dashboard is a cockpit-style arrangement with gauges
designed to look like those in a jet fighter, all backlit in a soothing red glow at night. It looks
great in the dark, but broad daylight reveals an interior overflowing with endless buttons and
knobs made of a cheap gray plastic that hardly inspires confidence in their durability. Step up to
GT trim, and you'll get the V6, inch wheels and tires, a six-way power driver seat, CD player and
a leather-wrapped steering wheel with satellite radio controls. The GTP adds the supercharged
V6, a head-up instrument display, the OnStar communications system, keyless entry and a
premium audio system. In addition to exclusive Dark Cherry exterior paint, this package adds
specially designed wheels, a unique rear spoiler, hood vents and a twin-tipped dual exhaust. On
the inside, the 40th anniversary package adds special two-tone Ruby Red and Graphite leather
door trim, seats and steering wheel, as well as a Ruby Red shift knob and console plates. So if
you're in the market for a four-door sedan and you want more than just your average Point A to
Point B family car, check out the Grand Prix. With its aggressive styling, sport-tuned
suspension and available supercharged engine, this is one reasonably priced sedan that still
offers a little personality as standard equipment. Available styles include GT 4dr Sedan 3. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Pontiac
Grand Prix. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Overcomplicated interior, cheap-looking dashboard plastic and switchgear. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. SE and
GT models also gain additional standard equipment. Read more. Write a review See all reviews.
I've had GT Cpe since and at K it's going strong. Only larger repair has been a wheel bearing.
Uses no oil. Only irritating thing is the water leaking into tail lights. I'm looking to get a for my
son. It gave me it's all. I got my Grand Prix three years ago. It had about , miles on it then, ,
miles on it now. A handsome looking car with the most interior room of any car I've ever had.
Handled great, very smooth ride. As cars age things invariably have to be replaced and I've
decided to just sell the car and let someone else replace them. It never got great gas mileage
due to the six cyl engine and the overall weight of the car. I never took it on any great road
tripsa mile round trip was the longest I ever took with it. But it's solid for in-town driving. Given

it's now , the Grand Prix is ageing gracefully and if you get one you have to treat it kindly. It is
too bad that Pontiacs aren't made anymore. I think the last car my grandfather owned was a
Grand Prix, now that I think of it. Read less. Great machine for an older car. Bought this car to
drive to work, at first i felt i paid too much but after putting 20k on it and having NO issues..
Good fuel economy, good power-no fears when passing. Big, heavy, solid car.. Has K on it and
it runs, and drives like new, rides great and with snow tires will go where my truck will! Very
glad I bought a Grand Prix, would do it all over again! Pontiac Excitement is just a buzzword
until one gets to own and drive a Pontiac Grand Prix. I bought a GT for its distinctive and
muscular styling. I was immediately surprised with its performance, which led mo to trade in on
a GTP. This car's performance is simply awesome. The horsepower is definitely under rated. I
took it to the west coast and loved the smoothness, comfort, handling and power, especially in
the mountains, getting an average of 28 miles per gallon. Talk about reliability, in four years of
driving the Grand Prix's I never had to take either car back to the dealer. See all reviews of the
Used Pontiac Grand Prix. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Grand Prix. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2001 ford mustang gt owners manual
99 ford f150 heater core replacement
2007 yamaha rhino 660 fuel pump
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

